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It can also increase the memory, prevent and cure the brain degeneration, encourage the Insulin secretion from the 
pancreases that good for a patient with Diabetes, stimulate the Growth hormones, production the immunity, adjust the 
Cholesterol-blood pressure balance, fix Asthma, stop the damage of the vessels at the heart the lung from smoking, 
make a (general and burned) wound recover quickly, increase the bone mass, help cure the bowel syndrome and the 
ulcers, result in higher performance of the kidneys and prolong the seriousness of the chronic Renal failure.

The Ginseng Extract it contains a very important substance “Ginsenoside”, which helps relieve the Stress, main-
tain the body, increase the body’s performace, stop the fatigue, increase the cell walls’ oxygen absorption, adjust the 
heart rates so as not to feel easily tired, restore the patient during his recovery, increase the sexual performance, help 
enlarge the vessels, stimulate the medulla bringing energetic-lively feelings, increase the immunity, decrease the blood 
sugar level via the more Insulin secretion from the pancreases, slow down the aging and fight against the free radicals.
The Garlic Extract it contains an important substance, Alliin and Allicin. It can help adjust the Cholesterol, blood pres-
sure balance, prevent the blood clots, decrease the blood sugar level in the experimented animals, fight against the 
free radicals, stimulate the immunity and prevent a cancer and adjust the blood pressure.

The nutrients to help adjust the male performance are 
the substances which help enlarge the blood vessels 
especially the tiny ones. Those substances are :

L- Arginine it will be transformed to Nitric oxide (NO), which 
helps the blood vessels in relaxing and expanding and reduces the 
fat blocking inside the vessels creating good flows and low blood 
pressure. It is also an excellent anti-oxidant, stimulating the Q 10 
production, preventing a heart disease, a stroke, a cancer, 
diabetes and aging.

The Fish Oil it helps adjust the balance of the blood fat (both 
the Cholesterol and Triglyceride), increase the good fat “HDL”, 
prevent the stroke heart diseases and the blood clots including 
the vessels blocked, increase the vessels’ flexibility, adjust the 
blood pressure, relieve the painful inflammation and the swelling 
Rheumatoid, maintain the neuron systems the brain, increase 
the memory the learning potentials and heal the inflammation of 
Psoriasis and Eczema.

The Grape Seed Extract it helps strengthen the blood vessel 
walls gaining more flexibility, expand the vessels, stimulate the 
Stem cells from the marrow, restore the body and fight against 
the free radicals.

Zinc it is important for the Male hormone production as well as 
the reproductive systems, support the prostate systems, help 
the work of the Insulin and the immunity and help the neuron 
systems the brain to perform smoothly.
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